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HMI Wendy Williams' assessment of Dorset Police – 
Transcript 

Hello. I’m Wendy Williams and I’m Her Majesty’s Inspector of Constabulary for 

Dorset Police. I am one of five inspectors, and our role is to inspect police forces on 

behalf of the public. Each year we produce an annual assessment of how each force 

is performing.  

I am satisfied with most aspects of Dorset Police’s performance in keeping people 

safe and reducing crime, but there are some areas that need to be improved in order 

to provide a consistently good service. 

I am impressed by the firm foundation of neighbourhood policing which underpins 

the force’s approach to crime reduction and community safety. I am also impressed 

by the strong evidence-based approach to policing that is a feature of crime 

prevention, investigation and tackling anti-social behaviour in the force. Dorset police 

conducts detailed analysis with partner organisations to understand the levels and 

patterns of demands.  

By combining this understanding with public consultation, the force identifies what 

really matters most to the communities of Dorset. 

The force co-operates effectively with partners to support vulnerable victims, and is 

good at safeguarding vulnerable people. I am pleased that the force gives a high 

level of service to missing and absent children, and to victims of domestic abuse. 

Having taken steps to improve its performance, the force is now good at managing 

offenders and investigating crime. 

I have some concerns about the force’s long-term financial position and the difficulty 

it may have in sustaining effective policing. In light of this,  

I am pleased that the force is developing its strategic alliance with Devon and 

Cornwall Police and the commitment it is showing to making efficient use of shared 

resources. The force’s future savings are heavily dependent upon the success of this 

alliance. 
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In the year ahead, I will be particularly interested to see how the strategic alliance 

with Devon and Cornwall Police develops. I’ll also be interested to see how the force  

develops clear and realistic plans for making savings, and the development of an 

operating model that sustains the effectiveness of the services provided to the 

communities of Dorset. 


